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Abstract 

On June 20, 1987 at approximately 2338, with the reactor critical at 
approximately 10 percent of rated power, the primary coolant system 
temperature dropped below 525 degrees F. This occurrence, which is 
contrary to Palisades Technical Specification 3.l.3(c) resulted from 
improper valve operation. 

During a power reduction initiated by .an electro-hydraulic system fluid 
leak, the "A" train main feedwater regulating valve CV-0701 failed to 
close. This resulted in continued flow to steam generator E-50A. 
Shortly after, when the the turbine generator was removed from service, 
a moisture separator and reheater control valve failed to close. This 
resulted in continued steam draw from the steam generators. The combined 
effects of these failures resulted in the primary coolant system dropping 
below 525 degrees for approximately 30 seconds. 

Operations department personnel initiated action to isolate steam supply 
to the moisture separator reheaters and to have Instrument and co·ntrol 
personnel affect repairs on the feedwater regulation valve. 

System modifications and repairs have been completed to preclude 
recurrence. This event is being reported per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i) as 

·operational condition prohibited by Plant Technical Specifications. 
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Description 

On June 20, 1987 at approximately 2338, with the reactor critical at 
approximately 10 percent of rated power, the primary coolant system 
temperature dropped below 525 degrees F. This occurrence, which is 
contrary to Palisades Technical Specification 3.l.3(c) resulted from 
improper valve operation. 

Following a rapid power reduction caused by a fluid leak in the turbine 
electro-hydraulic control system, the turbine generator was taken 
offline at just less than 15 percent of rated.power. During the po~er 
reduction, the 11A" train main feedwater regulating valve, _CV-0701 
[SJ; FCV] failed to close. This failure resulted in continued flow to 
steam generator E-50A [AB; SG] and the subsequent accelerated cooldown 
of the primary coolant system [AB]. Continued feed resulted on an 
increase of E-50A water level to 90%. Also, when the turbine generator 
[TA; TG] was taken offline, the moisture separator reheater control 
valves [SB; PCV] failed to close. This failure resulted in the moisture 
separator reheaters [SB; RHTR] continuing to draw steam from the steam 
generators. 

The combination of the effects from the·feedwater regulating valve 
failing to close (continued steam generator feed) and the moisture 
separator reheater control valves failing to close (excessive steaming) 
resulted in the primary coolant system temper~ture dropplng below the 
administrative 525 degree limit imposed by Technical Specification 
3. l.3(c) for approximately 30 seconds. 

Upon discovery of the valves failure to properly function, on-shift 
Operations personnel initiated manual action to mitigate the continued 
steam generator feeding and excessive steaming. Instrument and Control 
Technicians were dispatched to area of the main feedwater regulating 
valve. Upon their arrival, the solenoid valves supplying air to CV-0701 
were verified to be energized. The technicians then cleaned the port in 
the air relay of the actuator for CV-0701. This cleaning was performed 
utilizing the 11built"".'in" cleaning mechanism. Upon completion of the 
cleaning, CV-0701 moved to it's closed position as required by it's 
process signal. Operations personnel then isolated the steam supply to 
the moisture separator reheater control valves to eliminate steam draw 
from the steam generators. The main steam isolation valves were also 
shut in order to aid in maintaining primary coolant system temperature 
and pressure. 
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Cause Of The Event 

The proximate cause for the primary coolant system temperature dropping 
below 525 degrees was reactor power levels not being maintained high 
enough to compensate for the continued steam generator feeding and 
excessive steaming. The continued steam generator feeding was the 
result of the main feedwater regulating valve failing to close. The 
excessive steaming was the result of continued steam generator steam 
draw by the moisture separator reheaters when control valves failed to 
close. 

As indicated by subsequent valve operation after cleaning of the air 
relay within the actuator of CV-0701, the root cause or the failure is 
attributed to a plugged "close" port in the valve positioner. The 
particle plugging the port was not recovered, however, it is believed to 
have originated from the upstream carbon steel manifold or materials 
present from post air system problem~. 

The failure of the moisture separator reheater control valves to trip 
closed has been attributed to set point drift or in an improper setting 
within the temperature governed control circuit of the auto control 
feature. This auto control feature provides for slow closure of the 
valve for high temperature protection of the low pressure turbine. This 
circuit functions to prevent isolation of steam to the moisture 
separator reheater in the event the low pressure turbine casing 
temperature exceeds 525 degrees. The setpoint was identified to be at 
490 degrees while recorders indicated temperatures reaching 
approximately 500 degrees. Thus, the control valves did not close as 
would normally be experienced during a turbine trip due to the high 
temperature steam produced during the rapid power reduction which 
actuated the auto control feature. 

Corrective Actions 

A system modification has been completed in which fine mesh filters have 
been installed upstream of the air relay in the air supply lines. Also, 
through this modification, carbon steel manifolds were replaced with 
copper manifolds. This modification has been completed for both the."A" 
and "B" feedwater trains. 

The auto control feature of the moisture separator reheater control 
scheme has been re-calibrated. The temperature setpoint was placed at 
550 degrees which is the midpoint for this high temperature application 
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recommended by the vendor. This higher temperature setting well permit. 
high temperature protection but not interface with the trip function as 
experienced during this event. The operations department has been 
provided with information regarding the operation and setpoint of this 
feature, and the significance of receiving a high, low pressure turbine 
inlet temperature indication. 

Analysis Of Event 

As.primary coolant system temperature was below 525 degrees for only 
30 seconds and prompt. operator actions mitigated the events causing the 
temperature decrease, no threat to the general public was imposed. In 
that an overcooling. event resulting from continued f eedwater flow with 
the reactor critical is an analyzed condition and the possibility of the 
reactor maintaining criticality following a turbine trip at higher power 
level is minimal, no safety hazard is believed to exist. 

This event is being reported per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i) as an operational 
condition prohibited by Plant Technical Specifications. 

Additional Information 

The air relay for the control valve associated with main feedwater 
regulation is a model 475-16-ENA manufactured by Fisher Controls. 

The auto contro.l feature associated with the moisture separator reheater 
control valves was provided by Westinghouse during system installation. 

For additional information regarding the reactor being critical with a 
primary coolant system temperature less tpan 525 degrees, reference 
LER 84-014. 
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DOCKET 50-255 - LICENSE DPR-20 - PALISADES PLANT -
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 87-018 - IMPROPER VALVE OPERATION 
RESULTS IN REACTOR CRITICAL AT LESS THAN 525°F 

Licensee.Event Report (LER) 87-018, (Improper Valve Operation Results in 
Reactor Critical at Less than 525°F) is attached. This event is reportable to 
the NRC per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i). 

Brian D Johnson 
Staff Licensing Engineer 

CC Administrator, Region III, USNRC 
NRC Resident Inspector - Palisades 
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